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Darren Chabluk, Trucking Transformation coach at

DrBigRig.com and host of Trucker Titans podcast

DrBigRig sets the standard in trucking

coaching, providing AI-first solutions

tailored for fleet startups and owner

operators across North America.

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA ,

CANADA, May 29, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Truckers, owner

operators, and private fleet owners can

now access invaluable mentorship in

artificial intelligence where the trucking

industry lags behind. DrBigRig

introduces a groundbreaking solution

that allows individuals to listen to and

even participate with industry experts

through the hands-free dialing feature

on the Trucker Titans live podcast. This

free show focuses on various hot

topics derived from DrBigRig's world-

class trucking transformation private

coaching program, providing new

companies with a competitive edge

against larger, more established trucking operations.

"DrBigRig.com's Trucking Transformation program offers personalized 1-on-1 coaching to

individuals, even those with no prior experience, who are starting single truck or private fleet

operations. "Our Trucker Titans podcast provides easy access to the world of 'AI first' trucking

strategy and operations," says Darren Chabluk, a trucking transformation coach at DrBigRig and

the host of the Trucker Titans podcast.

Both DrBigRig's private coaching service and the Trucker Titans podcast confirm the immense

benefits of this training for all parties determined to unlock a healthy profit per mile and stay

ahead with the latest logistical technology. Single truck owner operators and private fleet owners

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.drbigrig.com/
https://youtu.be/y475sA4XcKQ
https://music.amazon.ca/podcasts/298f7f87-33cb-48bd-96a5-2390e7e40e78/episodes/4359666c-a6de-4161-9c68-9b333827c30f/trucker-titans-the-perils-of-ignoring-artificial-intelligence-in-trucking


Trucker Titans podcast hosted by Darren Chabluk

DrBigRig Trucker Support Group on facebook

gain valuable insights into how top-

earning companies, representing the

top 20% of trucking companies in

North America, operate. Through this

partnership, members gain access to

reliable systems that lower operating

costs by crowdsourcing office

manpower overseas, reducing the cost

per mile, utilizing artificial intelligence

for load booking, and learning how to

qualify for hard-to-find trucking

grants.

"Artificial intelligence in logistics is not

limited to industry AI leaders such as

DHL or Prime. With the right coaching,

a single truck owner can easily

implement an automated data system

that leads to a profitable new income

stream through automated load

booking," emphasizes Muller Poclas Jr.,

the lead data scientist for

DrBigRig.com.

DrBigRig's private coaching service for trucking companies, in conjunction with the Trucker Titans

podcast, presents an ideal combination of training suitable for first-time truck owners or private

Our Trucker Titans podcast

provides easy access to the

world of 'AI first' trucking

strategy and operations”

Darren Chabluk

fleet operators seeking to compete aggressively with

larger, more established trucking companies. The program

provides them with access to a user-friendly interface for

advanced logistics strategies.

In an industry where staying ahead is crucial, DrBigRig

recognizes the need for continuous learning and

development. The Trucking Transformation program

ensures that trucking professionals are equipped with the knowledge, skills, and strategies

necessary to thrive in a competitive landscape. The personalized 1-on-1 coaching approach

offered by DrBigRig allows individuals to receive tailored guidance and support, even if they have

no prior experience in the trucking industry. This level of mentorship is particularly valuable for

those starting single truck or private fleet operations, as it helps them navigate the challenges

and complexities of running a successful trucking business.

The Trucker Titans podcast serves as a gateway to the world of AI focused trucking strategies



and operations. Through the show, trucking professionals can stay updated on the latest

industry trends, gain insights from experienced professionals, and participate in meaningful

discussions. By actively engaging with the host and guests, listeners have the opportunity to

expand their knowledge, explore innovative ideas, and discover practical solutions to real-world

challenges. The hands-free dialing feature of the podcast enables convenient access for truckers

on the road, ensuring that they can make the most of their time and stay informed about the

evolving landscape of the trucking industry.

The strategic partnership between DrBigRig and the Trucker Titans podcast creates a

comprehensive ecosystem for professional development in the logistics artificial intelligence.

Truckers, owner operators, and private fleet owners can now benefit from the world changing AI

platform ChatGPT and more advanced forms of AI including new AI trucking revenue streams

derived from a multifaceted approach that combines personalized coaching with accessible

podcast content.
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